Well-packed chains and aggregates in the emission mechanism of conjugated polymers.
We synthesized dialkoxy-substituted poly[phenylene vinylene]s (dROPPV-1/1, 0.2/1, and 0/1) consisting of two repeating units with different side-chain lengths (methoxy and 3,7-dimethyloctyloxy). These polymers can serve as a model system to clarify roles of aggregates (the sites with ground-state interchain interactions) and the independent chain segments in the well-packed chains (the chain segments that are compactly packed without interaction) in the emission mechanism of conjugated polymers. Due to the packing of polymer chains, films of all of these polymers are accessible to interchain excitations, after which excitons can re-form to result in delayed luminescence. Besides, some chains form aggregates so that the delayed luminescence is no more the ordinary single-chain emission but red-shifted and less structured. Not only the re-formation of these indirect excitons but also the aggregation of chains are facilitated in the polymers with short methoxy side groups, revealing that both packing and aggregation of chain segments require a short spacing between polymer chains. However, the incorporation of other side chains such as the 3,7-dimethyloctyloxy group to dROPPVs is necessary for the formation of aggregates because these long branched side chains can reduce the intrachain order imposed by the short methoxy groups, which accounts for the absence of aggregate emission in the well-studied poly[2,5-dimethoxy-1,4-phenylene vinylene]. This study reveals that the well-packed chains do not necessarily form aggregates. We also show that the photophysical properties and the film morphology of conjugated polymers can be deliberately controlled by fine-tuning of the copolymer compositions, without altering the optical properties of single polymer chains (e.g., as in dilute solutions).